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SLOTHUNTER SLOT MALFUNCTION & FRAUD
This is my recent experience on Slothunter.
After my
previous bad experience in January 2024, I’ve deleted  all my documents from my
Slothunter’s account online casino.
Later in mid- May 2024 I was contacted by the
Slothunter VIP  manager. He has promised me that the verification process, as well as
the cash out procedures would be
simplified. I was  curious and have tried to test it if
it’s true.
And I have found out that it wasn’t simplified at all.  For verification :
they’ve requested one document and followed with more other documents .. and so on to
be uploaded.  A never ending verification for my withdrawal request. Finally, the
Manager pushed their Finance Dept. to pay me out because  my documents actually were
completed.
However, last week I have encountered this very odd Technical Malfunction
happened to the Slot machine  I was playing on.
I had been playing continuously with
€0.50 per spin and later €0.75 per spin on this slot.
And  I have always kept my eyes
alert and watching on my credit balance whenever I do the spin on any  of Slothunter
Slots.
On that day and time , I have my Credit Balance amount over €49,- on this Slot
Panda  Fortune2, I didn’t push the spin button at all, and it just took within a second
when my credit balance  €49.- disappeared right in front of my eyes! And left a credit
only: 15 and Bet: 75 ( yes 15  and 75 only, these figures without Euro Currency
identification on it) . I checked into my game history: it stores  the data that 3.75€
times 11 spins had been recorded. Which I didn't play it at all because I only  played
€0.50 and with €0.75.
Immediately I've reported this malfunction to the VIP manager
,
I've provided him with evidences that he  should carefully look into details and to
compare the good slot machine with the malfunction one.



1.
2.
3.
4.

1) the good machine displays  :
my previous winning. I've taken always the videos for my evidence to keep just in
case.
It's showing the picture  of the same Slothunter Slot Panda Fortune2, from Top to
the Bottom. It displays : all the Jackpots amounts, my  Credit Balance and Total Bet all
identified with the EURO CURRENCY .
2)the picture with my current Malfunction
Slothunter Slot PANDA  FORTUNE 2 ,from TOP to the BOTTOM.
It displays all the Jackpots
amounts, my Credit Balance and Total Bet, all WITHOUT  EURO CURRENCY neither identified
with Any Other Currencies!
This evening, after waiting for few days of his observation
together with their  Slothunter Technical Team's, he has given me a nonsense and insane
explanation! They have found no discrepancies and malfunction to  that Panda Fortunes2
Slot machine.
( I believe that they do not even take a look into my evidences .And/or
making  any efforts to look into their own Slot machines and to compare them with the
malfunction one)!
The don't even see  and check that all Slothunter Online Slots
available for the Neitherlands have the Currency Identification which is Euro
Symbols.
Instead, he's  just made it up by writing to me that the figures on the Slot :
15 and 75 must be  multiplied.
He just ignore & denying the malfunction and refuse to
return my money.
This case is reported as a Fraud to  the
- Dutch Gambling Committee
-
EU Consumer Councils Rights & Protection
Date of experience : June 21, 2024  
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